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For this assignment I chose at random just over 100 examples from the 1920s. Before selecting this
particular decade, I looked at the usage counts and saw that although the raw frequency counts
have varied over time, the use of “on” per million tokens seems to have remained relatively stable
over the 90 year history of Time magazine’s publication (Figure 1)—so the 1920s seemed as good a
decade as any other to choose.
Figure 1. Frequency data from TIME Magazine Corpus for “on” as a preposition
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The results were obtained by using on.[ii] as the query string, thereby limiting results to ‘on’ as a
‘general preposition’ (per the KLAWS7 POS tagging system). I think this prevents examples such as
the following (which I think is a verb particle) from making their way into the results:
“…Sprengler, the German historian… accuses France of carrying on Napoleon's ambitions…”

The examples extracted for analysis cover dates from 1923 through 1929; they are all included in
an appendix, sorted by sense category. The sorting “evolved” over the past week, in some cases
going in circles, but the end result is about 5-6-7 tentatively different senses. Figure 2 shows some
tentative preliminary groupings of the data.
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Figure 2. Senses of “on” based on 104 COCA examples from the 1920s
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As shown in Figure 2, the spatial sense dominates the other senses (in terms of number of
examples). These first few extracts are typical of what I think is the central sense of on—one entity
is physically in contact with another entity.
1

03/17/1923

Sixty people fainted when Ricardo Thanorro carried an open can of ether on a Manhattan subway train,
“to cure his cold.”

3

10/22/1923

[sb] to pay his respects to Mrs. Harding and to lay a wreath on the grave of the late President.

20

12/23/1929

They slept on their desks to avoid losing time.

These examples all deal with space in terms of “physical location.” The TR is in contact with LM, and
the LM is stable (in terms of the TR) and may be providing support. The LM is also larger than the
TR in these examples.
To validate my choice of proto-scene for on, I look for the “earliest attested meaning” (Evans &
Green 2006: 344) in the OED1 and find that “on expresses primarily the relation of contact with or
proximity to the surface of something… also from the earliest times [Old English] expressing motion to
or towards such a position…” This, combined with the number of examples that either explicitly
convey this sense –relation of contact with or proximity to the surface of something—or which
derive from it led to the “proto-scene” for on shown in Figure 3. Here, I’m trying to use Tyler and
Evans (Evans & Green 2006: 347) as a guide.
Figure 3. A proto-scene for on

The dashed line in the Tyler & Evans proto-scene for “over” indicates that the TR must be within a
region proximal to the LM” (Evans and Green 2006: 346), and following their model, I use a dashed
line in Figure 3 to indicate that the TR makes contact with the LM. In addition, the LM does not
occupy the entire width of the frame in which it is rendered; I did this to indicate that this LM may
1

Oxford English Dictionary [1989; SJSU Library digital edition]
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be in motion in relation to the frame of reference (although I’m not sure this is clearly conveyed by
the figure). This sense of the possibility of ‘motion’ of the LM is within the context of a larger frame,
but the LM itself may be a stable and supportive surface in relationship to the TR. Figure 4 is
intended to show the contrasting viewpoint, a counterpoint to ‘on’ in this ‘physical location’ sense.
Figure 4. Sense configuration for ‘off’ (contrasts with ‘on’)

Spatial senses of ‘on’ beyond physical location

To determine sense distinctions in the sample data, I labeled each item in my spreadsheet in terms
of “yes” or “no” to the first the question in the Tyler & Evans criteria, that is, does the sense have
meaning that is other than purely spatial in nature? Then, if I answered ‘yes’ to this question, I then
looked for other examples of that (proposed different) sense and tried to determine if the meaning
could be derived from another sense + context, and if so, the precludes the sense from being a
‘different sense.’ (Evans & Green 2006: 342-343) [I think I’m not quite understanding this second
question particularly well, which could be why I went around and around on my spreadsheet. ]
At the same time, I tried rendering some schematizations of the some of the examples that I thought
gave rise to ‘different’ senses or variations on the central spatial sense. For example, in some cases,
the TR alters, affects, or changes the LM in some way, such as:
21

01/12/1925

Many another delicacy, too numerous to mention, was printed on the gilt menus, while the Zakouska,
Russian equivalent for hors d'ouevres…

22

06/15/1925

its way to the hospital; the rough riding is offset by the excessive heat on the patient's head from the
engine.

In these cases, the LM is affected by the TR, in one case (the menu) more or less permanently, while
in the other case, for the duration of the ‘rough ride.’ But I’m not sure I should make this a distinct
‘sense,’ or if it’s just part of the spatial sense?
Figure 5. Schematic of ‘on’ when TR affects LM
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Temporal sense of ‘on’

I’m using Temporal as the label for ‘on’ in those cases where it’s used as a means to locate an event
in the TIME domain. This seems to be an extension from the central Spatial sense.
47

03/31/1923

He graduated from Union College in 1846, and would have been 103 on April 16.

52

09/15/1924

Murchison slept on his defeat, stepped forth on the last day of the meet, smashed Paddock's world
record for 250 yds.

These two examples show two different ways of situating events at a point in time, one by a specific
date, the other using a general reference that would require readers to know when the meet
occurred (so this is an example of deixis). What’s interesting in the first example is the
counterfactual “would have been 103 on April 16,” so the man is dead but nonetheless he’s being
situated in time with respect to what his age could potentially be on a specific date. [Is this another
example of compression?]
Here are two examples from the TIME corpus that are interesting because they show the contrast
between the temporal sense and the spatial sense using the lexical item “threshold” as the LM.
6

12/1/1924

He ground an ax to a sharp edge, placed his leg on the threshold, chopped twice, severed it at the knee.

46

11/15/1926

… infants, who are on the threshold of life and in whom are centered the hopes and happiness of their
parents…

The idea of “infants… [being] on the threshold of life…” uses threshold as a metaphor/metonymic
device for the “lifespan” of the person (so this is compression, too, I think?). The infant’s life-span is
located conceptually (using the “threshold” as a metaphor for change of state possibly, from one
phase to another? Unlike the physical location associated example 6, the “on the threshold” in
example 46 has an element of the TR being in forward motion from the LM (the threshold), thus a
sense of beginning, traversing from one state to another (in this case, the compressed state on an
entire lifetime).
So this seems like an “event” that is being situated in the TIME domain (relative to the infant and his
ultimate life-line), which seems like the spatial domain is being extended to structure this concept.)
At any rate, although my analysis above may be less than completely coherent, I think it’s clear that
the concepts of a “leg on the threshold” (which is then cut) and the “infants… on the threshold of
life” (their lives are just beginning) are two different senses according to the principled polysemy
questions—the sense of infants on the threshold of life does not conjure up a spatial configuration
in my mind, and I cannot derive the sense of example 46 by using “physical location” in context.
Figure 6. Sense configuration for “on <some_date>”
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Non-spatial senses of ‘on’

The process of identifying the spatial sense when physical location is involved seemed fairly
straightforward. But then, things get a bit murky. In the end, I came up with these sense categories
in addition to the central spatial sense:









TEMPORAL-GENERAL
TEMPORAL-SPECIFIC
TOPIC (ABOUT)
STH-ADDED-TO-STH-ELSE
ON-ACCOUNT-OF STH/SB
DIRECTION/INTENTION
TARGET-AGAINST
REDUNDANCE

For some of these, I’ve tried rendering some schematic drawings to help think through the ‘sense’
that I think I’ve identified. For example, the “something added to something else” sense grew out of
looking at examples such as these:
75

10/08/1923

They asked for lower railroad freight rates on grain and flour and for an extra session of Congress…

76

02/23/1925

… 1924 earnings of Class 1 railroads over the whole country amounted to 4.35% on property
investment, as against 4.49% in 1923. # In 1924, 20 Class

77

10/26/1925

This phrase, is interpreted as urging that interest payments be suspended on all French Government
securities and the sums thus realized used to recoup France financially.

78

02/15/1926

shall have to accept after all the Government scheme of a sales tax or tax on payments…

In all these examples, the TR is related to the LM in terms of an ‘addition’ (although in some cases,
the ‘addition’ is being reduced or ‘suspended’—but I don’t see these TRs and LMs as being in a
“spatial configuration, except perhaps by metaphorical /metonymic extension. Perhaps my own
figure is proving me wrong? I tried schematically diagramming this ‘sense’ and came up with Figure
7, which is not too helpful—I’m trying to convey the sense that the LM ‘grows’ as a result of the TR.
Figure 7. Schematic for “sth-added-to-sth-else” sense

Maybe it’s just the lexical items steering me in this direction, which show some commonalities
among the examples:
Verb

TR

LM

asked for

freight rates

grain and flour
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arguing for [be suspended]
accept

earnings
interest payments
tax, sales tax

property investments
securities
payments

The ‘directed action’ sense includes the concept of the TR directing some intention at the LM.
Figure 8. Sense configuration for “directed action”

Many of the forms labeled as “directed action” seem to involve metaphor or metonymy or both, and
involve verbs that suggest travel, motion. These include examples such as:
on the march
on southward steamed [the ship]
march on Rome

bent on
enter on a tour
voted on

making (war) on
declaring (war) on
practicing on

These uses of on in the context in which they appear convey a sense of intentionality.
The ‘on-account-of’ sense involves various abstractions for either TR, LM or both. For example:
66

11/23/1925

Mr. Nye's right to a seat in the Senate rests on the contention that a U. S. Senator is a state officer.

67

10/08/1923

…stabilization through an organization under Governmental direction which will have the power,
through cooperation on the part of the farmers, to guide them each year in determining the amount

68

11/26/1924

Woods' resignation had been tendered some three weeks ago, but had been postponed on account of the
diplomatic tension resulting from the passage of the Immigration bill.

69

01/04/1926

[1]On these terms Senator Borah capitulated [2] on behalf of the irreconcilables, and the President
announced acceptance of the invitation to the..
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Semantic network

Figure 9 shows the semantic network based on my organization of the TIME corpus samples.
Figure 9. Semantic network for “on” based on 104 examples TIME Magazine Corpus (1920s)
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Table 1 lists some of the examples from the TIME Magazine Corpus that best demonstrate the
choices in the semantic network, although I keep debating with myself about whether some of the
things I’ve identified as “targeted direction” should belong to the “basis” category cluster. This
“basis” category and “motion” category may overlap quite a bit: my categorization needs work.
Table 1: Senses for on derived from ~100 corpus examples (Time magazine, 1920s)

Sense

Example

1

ON (CENTRAL SENSE)

The Chancellor lay a wreath on the grave of the dead president.

2a

TEMPORAL-GENERAL

The Chancellor laughed heartily when he heard the news on the following morning.

2b

TEMPORAL-SPECIFIC

It is American Railway Express whose functions the new Railway Express will take
over on March 1.

3a

TOPIC (ABOUT)

Senator Sterling, Chairman of the Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads, is now
preparing a bill of this sort.

3b

STH-ADDED-TO-STH-ELSE

The Bureau handled the taxes and regulations on alcohol for industrial uses.

3c

ON-ACCOUNT-OF STH/SB

Woods’ resignation had been tendered some three weeks ago, but had been
postponed on account of the diplomatic tension resulting from the passage of the
Immigration bill.

4a

DIRECTION/INTENTION

The people of the Confederation of Switzerland voted on a proposal to grant cities
and towns a local option on the sale of hard liquors.

4b

TARGET-AGAINST

When the news that Britain had declared war on Germany became known in Berlin,
an unruly mob assembled outside the British Embassy.

5

REDUNDANCE

fringing the smoke-blackened Pennsylvania railroad yards, row on row of frame
houses slouch over the street like ragged standees at a free-lunch counter
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In looking at my spreadsheet again as I try to conclude, I see that I had added some sense categories
that aren’t accounted for in Figure 9. For example:
104

08/27/1928

Every day some one of my friends announces that he has gone on the wagon. There will always be a
certain percentage of drinkers, but their…

In the spreadsheet, I labeled this as “state of being,” but I think that’s a stretch, since this is an idiom
that I do think at its core may simply be a metaphorical extension to the spatial sense. I also think
that my labels for “on-account-of” and “topic(about)” may be redundant.
Also, I’m not sure “temporal” is the right word to use for this sense category of on. The uses that fall
into this category, either specific dates or general time references, situate the occurrence of an
event in the TIME domain—perhaps the sense is “event” rather than “temporal”?
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Ex. #
Date
Text
Extract or paraphrase
1 03/17/1923 kind. # Sixty people fainted when Ricardo Thanorro man with can of ether on a
carried an open can of ether on a Manhattan subway subway train
train, " to cure his cold. " # The Panama
2

Sense label
spatial

Add'l detail
locationphysical

TR / LM / verb

Q1-Other
than
spatial?
no

08/20/1923 expand in the Martian winter and diminish in
summer, just as the arctic regions on the earth. The
color changes in the canals and spots are also
seasonal,
10/22/1923 , O., to pay his respects to Mrs. Harding and to lay a
wreath on the grave of the late President. # Having
crossed the border into the U.

arctic regions on the earth

spatial

locationphysical

TR= regions; LM = earth; no

lay a wreath on the grave

spatial

locationphysical

TR = wreath; LM = grave; no
verb = lay

11/12/1923 in the U. S. fresh from a European tour, in which he
investigated conditions on that continent. The
Senator was principally impressed by what he had
seen in Germany
09/01/1924 German conductor, to be guest conductor of various
U. S. Symphony Orchestras. # On the Scythia
(Cunard) -Sir John Bland-Sutton, President of The
Royal College of
12/01/1924 own hands. He ground an ax to a sharp edge, placed
his leg on the threshold, chopped twice, severed it at
the knee.

investigated conditions on
that continent

spatial

locationphysical

TR = conditions; LM =
that continent; verb =
investigated

on the Scythia [passengers
on a ship]

spatial

locationphysical

TR = [people referenced no
elsewhere]; LM = Scythia
[ship]

placed his leg on the
threshold

spatial

locationphysical

TR = leg; LM = threshold; no
verb = placed;

7

12/08/1924 his end in faith, poverty and style. Sard Harker,
sailor, lay on the barque Venturer in Las Palomas
harbor, dreaming of a girl he loved.

[someone] lay on [a
particular ship]

spatial

locationphysical

TR = a sailor; LM = ship;
verb = lay;

no

8

10/06/1925 the Merida, a ship sunk 14 years ago in collision. She [ship] was lying on her
was lying on her starboard side, he said, still well
starboard side
preserved; he had been able

spatial

locationphysical

TR = she (ship); LM =
starboard side; verb =
lying

no

9

11/13/1925 value than any other grown in this country. About
40% is fed to swine on the farms, while horses get
20% and cattle about 15%. Of the remaining

[40% of something is fed to] spatial
swine on the farms

locationphysical

TR = swine; LM = farms; no
verb = is fed

10

11/30/1925 sprang into the breach. Without rehearsal, without
ever having appeared in the role on any stage, he
sang it resonantly, fluently, confidently.

[singer never appeared in
the role] on any stage

locationphysical

TR = [appearance in the no
role]; LM = stage; verb =
existence

3

4

5

6

spatial

no

Ex. #
Date
Text
11 12/27/1925 was to have a new Capitol -a summer-resort Capitol
high up in the mountains, on the edge of a lake with
good fishing, canoeing, hot and cold water

Extract or paraphrase
on the edge of lake [with
certain attributes]

Sense label
spatial

Add'l detail
locationphysical

Q1-Other
than
TR / LM / verb
spatial?
TR= resort?; LM = lake's no
edge; verb = existence

12

01/17/1926 . For Schumann-Heink's sons were fighters-four with [someone's 5th son died] on spatial
the U S. army, the fifth on a German submarine, an
a submarine
officer, killed-and a decade is not so long a

locationphysical

TR = fifth son; LM=
no
submarine; verb = being
fighters

13

01/25/1926 rail, and hundreds more turned reluctant feet down
57th Streethick-set little man scooted out on the
stage and started for the conductor's daisg a band of
able musicians how
09/05/1927 had recorded nothing. A tidal wave? No wall of water
had been visible on the surface. Many hours later a
northward moving hurricane did bang that part of

spatial

locationphysical

TR = man; LM = stage;
verb = scooted

[no wall of water] visible on spatial
the surface

locationphysical

TR = wall (of water); LM no
= surface (of water);
verb = existence (visible)

14

[someone] scooted out on
the stage

no

15

06/18/1928 You're the president now. " That was in 1912. # Last on [a certain] pier
week on the Million Dollar Pier at Atlantic City, N. J.,
before 10,000 utility-men,

spatial

locationphysical

TR = an event happened; no
LM= pier;

16

09/09/1928 couple hid it beneath their infants in an upper berth. [trains] run on a siding
The trains were run on a siding for the search and as
word spread of what was happening, bottles

spatial

locationphysical

TR = trains; LM = siding; no
verb= were run (fictive
motion of train tracks)

17

09/09/1928 723459 $500,000 MAIL STOLEN ON LEVIATHAN #
Such was a recent headline, typical of hundreds
which appeared throughout the

[$ amount of mail] stolen on spatial
[a particular ship]

locationphysical

TR = mail; LM = ship
no
(leviathan); verb= stolen

18

11/12/1928 be a coxswain was frustrated by his mother who
son on [particular] river
would not permit a nonswimming son on the Harlem
River. His hair is usually tousled, his eyes sleepy, and

spatial

locationphysical

TR = son; LM = river;
verb = permit

no

19

12/16/1929 rushed at Stribling, swung at him three or four times, [someone] hit him on the
then hit him on the head and knocked him down. The head
referee hoisted Stribling up, disqualified Carnera

spatial

locationphysical

TR= ?? (him? Or sth?);
LM = head; verb = hit

no

20

12/23/1929 and his assistants took cultured smears from every slept on their desks
throat they could reach. They slept on their desks to
avoid losing time. # From the throat of Ruth M.
McKinney

spatial

locationphysical

TR = they; LM = desks;
verb = slept

no

Ex. #
Date
Text
21 01/12/1925 L'Anglais Fruits Caf # Many another delicacy, too
numerous to mention, was printed on the gilt menus,
while the Zakouska, Russian equivalent for hors
d'ouevres, consisted
22 06/15/1925 its way to the hospital; the rough riding is offset by
the excessive heat on the patient's head from the
engine. " # Digestion. " Only half-hour

Q1-Other
than
spatial?
no

Extract or paraphrase
Sense label
delicacy… printed on the gilt spatial
menus

Add'l detail
effect-on-LM

TR / LM / verb
TR = delicacy; LM =
menus; verb = printed

heat on the patient's head

spatial

effect-on-LM

TR = heat; LM = head;
verb= is

no

23

08/24/1925 function to type set by a linotype machine, can be
[type set by machine can be spatial
inked and run off on paper. Different sizes in type
inked and] run off on paper
are obtained by automatic adjustment of the focus of

effect-on-LM

TR = type that is inked
LM = paper ; verb =
inked, run-off

no

24

10/12/1925 designs, and the diligently pointing arrows which the
local Traffic Director had just painted on the
pavement. # Inside, they assembled in the great pit
of the House
12/11/1927 walls. # " A little later I got tired of the paint and put
on green wall paper. Those birds have flown away
for good, I guess.

[arrows] painted on the
pavement

spatial

effect-on-LM

TR = arrows; LM =
pavement; verb =
painted

no

[speaker is AGENT] put on
green wall paper [over a
painted wall]

spatial

effect-on-LM

TR = green wall paper?;
LM = wall????

no

26

06/17/1929 de Polignac walked into his cabin, No. 203, he
glanced at the card on the door of cabin 205. There,
written in a steward's slanting scrawl

card on the door [of a
particular cabin on a ship]

spatial

effect-on-LM

TR = card; LM = door;
verb = glanced at

no

27

03/17/1923 drawn up a program for developing two naval bases
on the Pacific Coast, two on the Atlantic, one at
Panama, one at Hawaii. # The four continental

two [naval bases] on the
atlantic

spatial

metonymic

28

08/26/1929 " the Duke and Duchess of York jointly bestowed
medals on ambulance attendants at Forfar on the
edge of the Scotch Highlands. # " I propose that we
send a
08/25/1924 and were somewhat sheepishly regarding one
another with a " that's that " expression on their
faces, when Premier MacDonald started the
electricity by shaking hands all round.
09/10/1928 927814 Schulte-United. On the stock exchange
shares of Schulte Retail Stores Corp. rose a few
points.

[town] on the edge of
[country]

spatial

metonymic

location (physical) edge
of the highlands

expression on [their] faces

spatial

metonymic

TR= "expression" (an
no
abstraction for the
overall result) LM = faces

[shares of a particular
company rose] on the stock
exchange

spatial

metaphor
metonymic

location (abstract)

25

29

30

no

no

no

Ex. #
Date
Text
31 08/24/1925 of Atlantic City, N. J., fringing the smoke-blackened
Pennsylvania railroad yards, row on row of frame
houses slouch over the street like ragged standees at
a free-lunch counter
32 08/21/1928 the New York Central Railroad. # *His father, George
Fisher Baker, sits on three billion-dollar boards-A.T.
&T.; New York Central, U. S. Steel. His father
33

34

35

36

37

Q1-Other
than
spatial?
no

Extract or paraphrase
Sense label
Add'l detail
row on row of frame houses spatial extended metaphor
[fringe the … railroad yards] (redundance)
metonymic

TR / LM / verb
Could use "upon" or
"after" here instead with
same result.

[someone] sits on 3
spatial
[corporate $ billion] boards

metaphor
metonymic

TR = his father; LM =
boards; verb = sits
[exists, is a member of]

04/25/1927 May 11, 1925. At the time Chancellor Churchill had
just re-established the pound on a gold standard, and
reimposed the McKenna duties on foreign imports, a
reversal
01/16/1928 it; tease the beast a little; stroke it; finally plant a
caress on its cruel horns as it came plunging by.
Lesser matadors at home in Spain

[someone re-established]
pound on a gold standard

spatial

metaphor
metonymic

perhaps an 'on-account- no
of-'construct?

plant a caress on horns [of
bull]

spatial

metaphor
metonymic

TR = caress LM = horns

09/02/1929 of British Imperialism. " # Sword-swashing Arabs
poured from the Mosque Omar, swooped on the
Jewish quarter. Nine Jews and three Arabs were
killed, no persons injured
11/24/1924 to their object. Idolatry has made of R. L. S. a figure
dizzily perched on the precarious eminence of
perfection. He is permitted no faults, no weaknessesother than
11/28/1924 House of Representatives. # It was at this point that
Ellen Graham Bassell appeared on the scene, to
become the second Mrs. Davis. Said Town Topics: "

[armed group] swooped on
[other group]

spatial

metaphor
metonymic

TR = [sb took action]; LM no
= jewish quarter; verb =
swooped

perched on the [notion of]
perfection

spatial

metaphor
metonymic

location (abstract)
perfection

[she] appeared on the scene spatial

metaphor
metonymic

location (abstract) scene no

no

no

no

38

06/17/1929 : Is man an ape or an angel? I, my lord, am on the side [speaker] on the side of the
of the angels. "
angels

spatial

metaphor
metonymic

location (abstract) side
of the angels = "team" =
LM; "I" = TR

39

01/07/1924 firms of the New York Stock Exchange are reported dealings on the curb
spatial
to have carried on extensive dealings on the Curb for
their clients in the stock, and the Exchange quickly
started an
11/25/1929 . Sure of spicy details to come, Senators and Deputies [people angling for ] seats on spatial
angled eagerly for seats on the committee appointed [particular] committee
to investigate the charges.

metaphor
metonymic

location (abstract) the
no
curb (a virtual exchange
operating outside)

metaphor
metonymic

TR = seats; LM =
committee; verb =
angled (for)

40

no

no

Ex. #
Date
Text
Extract or paraphrase
41 01/21/1924 when it was 3,242,692 tons. On the June rate of
orders on [company's]
shipments, orders now on U. S. Steel's books
books
represent about four months' business. Yet steel men

Q1-Other
than
TR / LM / verb
spatial?
TR = orders; LM= books; no
verb = represent

Sense label
spatial

Add'l detail
metaphor
metonymic

spatial

fictive motion
of railway
system

no

spatial

no

42

06/30/1923 Tamanend, thence over the P. &; R. lines to Newberry
Junction, and thence on the New York Central system
through Lock Haven, Keating, Clearfield, Fall Creek

43

09/07/1925 months came in under this title and unwrapped a
good deal of sound excitement. On a lonely
lighthouse lives a not very young woman and her
reluctant ward. The
12/09/1929 down shifty Moon Mullins and Sprinter Jack Elder. In
the second quarter Elder, on his four-yard line, got to
an Army pass. Instead of knocking it down

[woman lives] on a lonely
lighthouse

[football player] on his four- spatial
yard line

metonymic
(BLDG for
PLACE where
it is located)
locationTR = sprinter; LM = line
physical
(on field);

08/26/1929 were last week permitted to pass through the Marine
guard, enter the Hoover camp on a professional tour
of inspection. On a plateau 2,500 ft. up in the
mountains
11/15/1926 of one of his fellows.... Lives of infants, who are on
the threshold of life and in whom are centred the
hopes and happiness of their

enter the camp on a tour of
inspection

temporal

metaphor
metonymic

TR = [sb]; LM= tour; verb yes
= enter

[infants] on the threshold of temporal
life

metaphor
metonymic

location is metaphor
(beginning of lifecycle)

yes

44

45

46

no

47

03/31/1923 Mass. He graduated from Union College in 1846, and [someone] would have been temporal
would have been 103 on April 16. # Died: Sarah
103 on april 16
Bernhardt, 78, of an infection of

specific

specific date or discrete
point in time

yes

48

06/11/1923 double doors on the side of each car, permit rapid
exits and entrances. On a certain day, during the
busiest hour, the longest stop from the Place

temporal

general

general date, nonspecific point in time

yes

49

08/06/1923 Warsaw University. May 4. # Telegraphs sympathy to on his death
family of F. K. Lane on his death. May 19. # Receives
delegation of Princeton students, who present

temporal

specific

50

08/27/1923 Herr Stresemann had been assassinated. The
on the following morning
Chancellor laughed heartily when he heard the news
on the following morning. # The situation in Berlin is
quieter, the Communist strike

temporal

specific

Vague: could mean
yes
"regarding" or "about"
(topic sense), or "upon
the occasion of " his
death.
specific date or discrete yes
point in time; these days,
we'd likely leave the "on"
out of the phrase.

on a certain day

Ex. #
Date
Text
51 11/02/1923 itself, renders Sir Herbert's position intolerable. He
intends to offer his resignation on his return to
England. # Past History. From 1918, after its
conquest
52 09/15/1924 when Paddock snapped the worsted. # Murchison
slept on his defeat, stepped forth on the last day of
the meet, smashed Paddock's world record for 250
yds
53 10/27/1924 # All remembered, all were celebrating, Oct. 19,
1781, the day on which Lord Cornwallis surrendered
his sword to General George Washington and the
American Revolution came
54 12/15/1924 , but damme, he can not stomach the child.
Whereupon the stepmother, on a black winter's
night, drugs Jenufa, steals out hugger-mugger into
the dark
55 03/30/1925 bulletins which they had issued, did not accede to his
demand. Finally, on the eve of his death, a morning
newspaper* consented to halt its presses and

Q1-Other
than
spatial?
yes

Extract or paraphrase
on his return to England

Sense label
temporal

Add'l detail
specific

TR / LM / verb
specific date or discrete
point in time (future)

on the last day of the meet

temporal

specific

specific date or discrete
point in time

yes

the day on which [some
event occurred]

temporal

specific

specific date or discrete
point in time

yes

on a black winter's night

temporal

specific

specific date or discrete
point in time

yes

on the eve of his death

temporal

specific

specific date or discrete
point in time

yes

on Monday

temporal

specific

specific date or discrete
point in time

yes

56

02/22/1926 He has said he is " willing to be reactionary as the
Tsar of Russia on Monday, or as radical as Leon
Trotzky on Tuesday, " if facts warrant

57

09/10/1928 Brule for Hartford, Conn., whither his father and
on sept 10
mother were to follow him on Sept. 10. Governor
Trumbull of Connecticut again denied the
engagement of his daughter,
02/11/1929 . It is American Railway Express whose functions the on March 1
new Railway Express will take over on March 1. #
Progress of the express business, from a competition
between express
04/29/1929 Eames, 40, relict of an International Harvester Co.
on Dec 31 last
foreign official; secretly, on Dec. 31 last; in Toronto.
Mrs. Eames had nursed Tycoon Doherty through a

temporal

specific

specific date or discrete
point in time

yes

temporal

specific

specific date or discrete
point in time

yes

temporal

specific

specific date or discrete
point in time

yes

06/10/1929 leave unchanged of the House's tariff handiwork.
[2] begin hearings… on
Senator Smoot prepared to begin hearings [1] on the about june 11
Senate rewrite [2] on about June 11 behind closed
committee doors. A month or

temporal

general

date specified + qualifier yes
"about"

58

59

60

Ex. #
Date
Text
61 10/15/1929 , the U. S. Department of Labor last week published a
list of 15 occasions on which U. S. Presidents have
socially entertained Negroes. # Secretary of Labor
Davis was
62 02/05/1924 be a better cook than a politician? He or she, gets his
living on delicacies compounded from the melting
pot. But on the other hand who would expect

Extract or paraphrase
[list of occasions] on which
US presidents [did
something]

Sense label
temporal

gets… living …on delicacies

on-account-ofconstruct

63

08/19/1924 beginning with 1 on $10,000 and advancing to 37% [will depend] on the
at $200,000 (House). On the settlement of this
settlement…
difference, slight though it is, will largely depend the

on-account-ofconstruct

64

04/27/1925 you think I'm a damned fool? I don't propose to be
tried on another man's quarrel. " # Later, the bad
bishop said his secret

on-account-ofconstruct

65

03/24/1923 a clinch to hug himself safe from a knockout. The
American received the decision on points. # The
normal interest of the Irish populace in fighting was
augmented by
11/23/1925 fill temporary vacancies. Mr. Nye's right to a seat in
the Senate rests on the contention that a U. S.
Senator is a state officer. Is he?

received decision on points

on-account-ofconstruct

[his right to seat] rests on
[particular] contention

on-account-ofconstruct

10/08/1923 stabilization through an organization under
Governmental direction which will have the power,
through cooperation on the part of the farmers, to
guide them each year in determining the amount
11/26/1924 Woods' resignation had been tendered some three
weeks ago, but had been postponed on account of
the diplomatic tension resulting from the passage of
the Immigration bill.
01/04/1926 or interpreted by the League of Nations. # [1] On
these terms Senator Borah capitulated [2] on behalf
of the irreconcilables, and the President announced
acceptance of the invitation to the
01/04/1926 or interpreted by the League of Nations. # [1] On
these terms Senator Borah capitulated [2] on behalf
of the irreconcilables, and the President announced
acceptance of the invitation to the

cooperation on the part of
farmers

on-account-ofconstruct

[resignation] had been
postponed on account of

on-account-ofconstruct

[1] on these terms [sb
capitulated]

on-account-ofconstruct

[2] on behalf of the
irreconcilables

on-account-ofconstruct

66

67

68

69

70

Add'l detail
generalmultiple

TR / LM / verb
discrete occasions in
time

TR = he or she; LM =
delicacies; verb = gets

Q1-Other
than
spatial?
yes

yes

yes

or topic
(about)?

TR = speaker [I]; LM =
another man's quarrel

yes

TR = decision; LM =
points; verb = received

yes

TR = abstract: "his right
to sth abstract" LM =
abstract: "contention";
verb = rests

yes

yes

reason

yes

yes

because of these terms

yes

Ex. #
Date
Text
71 02/28/1927 Bowery derelicts, the largest number of culprits that
ever appeared in the Tombs court on a single
complaint. What could the judge do with them? All
were sobered
72 09/10/1928 between the United States and those powers to
declare that we should consider any attempt on their
part to extend their system to any portion of this
hemisphere as dangerous to
73 01/28/1929 water and food had spilled en route from Cleveland.
The canaries were judged mainly on their abilities to
follow the tunes of a German water organ. Four shy
canaries
74 10/28/1929 (Ariel, la vie de Shelley) returned to Paris from a
round-the-world tour on behalf of the Alliance
Franaise, international society to promote French
culture. At the
75 10/08/1923 the orderly marketing and production of grain. They
asked for lower railroad freight rates on grain and
flour and for an extra session of Congress, called at
least a
76 02/23/1925 respect, 1924 earnings of Class 1 railroads over the
whole country amounted to 4.35% on property
investment, as against 4.49% in 1923. # In 1924, 20
Class
77 10/26/1925 capital. " This phrase, is interpreted as urging that
interest payments be suspended on all French
Government securities and the sums thus realized
used to recoup France financially.
78 02/15/1926 shall have to accept after all the Government scheme
of a sales tax or tax on payments " (TIME, Feb. 8 et
ante). Since the Chamber gave

Extract or paraphrase

Sense label
on-account-ofconstruct

attempt on their part

on-account-ofconstruct

judged… on their abilities

on-account-ofconstruct

Add'l detail

Q1-Other
than
TR / LM / verb
spatial?
complaint is TR? Tombs yes
court is LM?? "for reason
of"
"by them"

yes

yes

[someone] returned… on
on-account-ofbehalf of the Alliance Franc. construct

reason

yes

lower railroad freight rates
on grain and flower

sth-added-to-sth- metaphor
else
metonymic

TR= rates; LM = grain
and flour (cost of
carrying as freight);
verb= asked

yes

[earnings] amounted to %
on property investments

sth-added-to-sthelse

payments be suspended on
all …securities

sth-added-to-sthelse

TR= payments be
suspended; LM=
securities; verb = is

yes

tax on payments

sth-added-to-sthelse

TR targets LM

yes

not clarified his position on
prohibition

topic (about)

TR = "position"
(entification of "his
thoughts") LM =
"prohibition" = topic

yes

79

10/01/1928 Mr. Hoover favored the sale of 2.75 beer and he has
not clarified his position on Prohibition although he
has had many opportunities to do so. " # " Small

80

12/21/1925 Village Theatre. It had long been known that this play [his play] was based on
topic (about)
of his was based on the magnificent theme of Ponce theme [de Leon's search for
de Leon and his search for eternal youth. Many
eternal youth]

yes

his thoughts
or opinion
(viewpoint)
on policy

yes

Ex. #
Date
Text
81 06/25/1923 The learned Adjutant based his objections upon
reports by the Chairman of the Committee on
Patriotic Education of the Sons of the American
Revolution. He had apparently not examined
82 12/22/1924 raise and an increase of postal revenue. Senator
Sterling, Chairman of the Committee on Post Offices
and Post Roads, is now preparing a bill of this sort.
83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

Extract or paraphrase
Sense label
[reports by chairman of the] topic (about)
committee on patriotic
education of the sons of the
american revolution
[chairman of the] committee topic (about)
on post offices and post
roads

06/10/1929 leave unchanged of the House's tariff handiwork.
Senator Smoot prepared to begin hearings [1] on the
Senate rewrite [2] on about June 11 behind closed
committee doors. A month or
12/24/1923 establishment of land banks to aid them, and the
reform of the cooperative associations on the prerevolutionary model were the measures brought
forward. The principal feature of the reform
02/18/1924 office of the Carnegie Institution in Washington has
just published a report of its studies on the subject.
The investigators find that body build seems to be
controlled by many
08/18/1924 .. # Abraham Lincoln, nearly 70 years ago, set forth
his views on this question in a letter to his friend Mr.
Joshua F. Speed, dated Springfield

[1] hearings on the senate
rewrite

topic (about)

Add'l detail

TR / LM / verb
TR = committee
(abstraction) LM = name
of the committee (focus)

Q1-Other
than
spatial?
yes

TR = committee
yes
(abstraction) LM = name
of the committee (focus)
non-specific date or
discrete point in time

reform [of associations] on… topic (about)
[particular] model

yes

yes

[institution] published
report… on the subject

topic (about)

TR = studies; LM =
subject

yes

set forth his views on this
question

topic (about)

TR= views; LM= question yes

12/08/1924 from a tax on alcoholic beverages, but the Bureau
handled the taxes and regulations on alcohol for
industrial uses. A special unit was then set up by the
Bureau
02/08/1926 sons. His chapter is on " Home Influence " and in it he
remarks on the necessity for home discipline, the
carelessness and lack of understanding of many
modern
03/22/1926 721799 There follow 25 questions based on news of
the past week. Read TIME from cover to cover. Then
quiz

[bureau handled] taxes and
regs on alcohol [for
particular use]

topic (about)

yes

08/30/1926 next year, the future of humanity. " # He made a
startling pronouncement on religion: " The
prevailing Christian conceptions of heaven and hell
have hardly more influence

he remarks on the necessity topic (about)
for [home discipline]

TR targets LM; TR = his
chapter (on

yes

questions based on news
[timeperiod]

topic (about)

TR targets LM (questions yes
= TR; news = LM)

pronouncement on religion

topic (about)

religion is LM;
pronouncement is TR

yes

Ex. #
Date
Text
91 06/18/1928 787282 The Army is strong on soubriquets, and
nowhere does the bearer of an historic nickname
fare better than at

Sense label
topic (about)

Add'l detail

TR / LM / verb

09/25/1927 23), he made his sermon timely by blaming the idea
of such unions on the Soviets. The present
diplomatic separation between Great Britain and the
Soviets, he
04/14/1924 the all British crew, were the favorites, but the hard
money odds were on Oxford. The Oxonians started
with a stroke of 39 and a lead. The

[his sermon blamed the idea topic (about)
of unions] on [particular
group]

metonymic

TR = his sermon [targets yes
the LM] LM = source of
ideas = soviets

money odds were on [crew targeted-action- metaphor;
from] particular school team or-direction
metonymic

TR = odds; LM = oxford;
verb = were (exist)

11/27/1929 in the papers. # Fortnight ago the people of the
Confederation of Switzerland voted on a proposal to
grant cities and towns local option on the sale of hard
liquors-beers
01/12/1924 loud speaker. # FATA MORGANA- A cynically smart
study of the city siren practicing on the country
swain for one night only, leaving him with nothing
but his blushes
06/02/1924 very good but less moving reasons. When the news
that Britain had declared war on Germany became
known in Berlin, an unruly mob assembled outside
the British Embassy.
03/17/1923 715109 The Fascisti are bent on the purification of
Rome. Their campaign is directed against all obscene
literature, postcards

voted on a proposal

targeted-actionor-direction

TR = people's vote?; LM = yes
proposal; verb = voted

practicing on the swain

targeted-actionor-direction

yes

declared war on
(performative)

targeted-action- metonymic
or-direction

TR = "siren" (woman?);
LM = country swain
(man?); verb =
practicing
TR = war; LM =
Germany; verb =
declared

bent on the purification [of
rome]

targeted-actionor-direction

TR = fascisti; LM =
purification of rome;
verb = bent

yes

98

09/03/1923 of the Irish nation that " will remove from her any
pretext for making war on Ireland. " # Offer to
Northeast Ulster a peace based on local autonomy.

making war on

targeted-actionor-direction

TR = war; LM = Ireland;
verb= remove [pretext
for making]

yes

99

08/29/1927 of the enemy. Last week, though the U. S. had not
declared war on France, a vanguard of 590 U. S.
warriors landed at Cherbourg from the S.

declared war on

targeted-action- metonymic
or-direction

TR = war; LM= France;
verb = declared [war]

yes

targeted-action- metaphor,
or-direction
metonymic
[TRAVEL for
POLITICAL
GOAL]

TR = he; LM=goal=
reunificaiton of china;
verb= is

yes

92

93

94

95

96

97

Extract or paraphrase
[group is] strong on
sobriquets

Q1-Other
than
spatial?
yes

100 08/25/1925 China under one Government at Peking. Presumably, he is … on the march for [a
therefore, he is once more on the march-for the
particular outcome]
reunification of China.

yes

yes

Ex. #
Date
Text
101 09/07/1925 report, setting up a monstrous wash which swept the
Bowdoin off her perch. On southward steamed the
ships. The elements relented. Dread Melville Bay,
frigid storm-pocket
102 10/10/1927 the original Legionaries from Rome, who used to
march through what is now Genoa on their way to
subdue the barbaric Gauls, Angles, Saxons, Celts and
Teutons
103 11/05/1928 Year's tide. There were mammoth processions in
celebration of the " Fascist March on Rome " (see
above); but also there was much quiet casting up

Extract or paraphrase
[the ships traveled] on
southward

[certain people travel
through a place] on their
way to [do something
specific]
march on Rome

Sense label
Add'l detail
targeted-action- metonymic
or-direction
use of verb?
STEAM for
mode of
targeted-action- engine?
or-direction

TR / LM / verb
direction of travel

Q1-Other
than
spatial?
yes

TRAVEL

yes

targeted-actionor-direction

TR = march (an event); yes
LM = Rome; verb = were
(copula, exist)

104 08/27/1928 ... # " Every day some one of my friends announces
[someone announes] he has state-of-being
that he has gone on the wagon. There will always be gone on the wagon
a certain percentage of drinkers, but their

metonymic/m idiomatic, metaphor;
etaphor
change of state; TR= he;
LM = wagon; verb = has
gone [is]

yes

